This paper is an attempt to understand the mechanism of earthquake triggered tsunamigenic submarine landslides, which may become a source of the enormous damage in coastal areas. The gentle slopes of the observed landslides (3 -6 degrees) can be explained by the shear strength degradation of soil, caused by the excess pore water pressure development during seismic loading. The large length to thickness ratio (up to 1000) of these landslides follows from the limit equilibrium considerations. The parameters of the landslide can then be correlated with the tsunami wave amplitude using fluid dynamics analysis. Though these considerations allow for successful quantification of the final stage of slope equilibrium and the tsunami phenomena, they cannot provide an insight into the process of the slope failure.
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According to the limit equilibrium analysis, in order to generate a tsunami wave of the observed height (meters and greater), the zone of the excess pore water pressure cannot be smaller than the length of the observed landslide (in the range of kilometers). However, based on fracture mechanics concepts, in this work, we show that the zone of the excess pore pressure, which is only hundreds of meters long (i.e. an order of magnitude smaller than the landslide length), can still cause a tsunami wave of the observed heights. This result is achieved by suggesting a mechanism for a submarine slope failure based on the catastrophic shear band propagation in an infinite slope. The Palmer and Rice (1973) approach to the shear band propagation has been extended to applications in granular materials in compression. The energy based propagation criterion allows then for the critical length of the excess pore water pressure zone to be calculated for different soil conditions. If the zone reaches this critical length, the resulting shear band will propagate and trigger a tsunami wave two (!) orders of magnitude higher than that predicted by the limit equilibrium (i.e. meters instead of centimeters). Therefore, our results indicate that identification of the potential excess pore pressure zones, that exceed the critical length, is an important task of the geophysical surveys on submarine slopes aimed at the mapping of the potential tsunami hazards. This critical length is a key parameter for design of a drainage system, suggested with the purpose of the slope protection against the landslides and possible mitigation of the tsunami hazard.
